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We investigate experimentally the coalescence cascade process for a confined swarm of de-
formable bubbles immersed in a bidimensional vertical cell filled with water. For different
gas volume fractions, air bubbles of size D0 larger than the cell thickness are injected at
the bottom of the cell. The bubbles swarms transformation is explored using high-speed
visualizations. The time evolution of each bubble in the swarm is determined using a
specifically developed algorithm, enabling bubble tracking and coalescence detection. We
determine the evolution of the bubble size distribution downstream from the injection
point, and show that the stages of the coalescence cascade are characterized by the
diameter, DV 90, representative of the largest bubbles. The collision frequency of pairs of
bubbles of sizes Dk and Dk′ , h(Dk, Dk′), and their coalescence efficiency, λ, are obtained
from the experiments. The efficiency is nearly constant, independently of the bubble
sizes and of the gas volume fraction. Concerning collision frequency, our results reveal
the existence of two different coalescence regimes depending on the capability of the
bubbles to deform. Models describing h(Dk, Dk′) for both regimes are provided. They
take into account the specific response of the bubble pair, which depends on the reduced
diameter Dp = 2DkDk′/(Dk +Dk′), to the global swarm-induced agitation governed by
DV 90 and the gas volume fraction. In the first regime, occurring for smaller Dp, bubbles
are brought together by agitation and rapidly coalesce, while for sufficiently large Dp,
both bubbles are able to deform and spend more time adapting mutually their shapes
before coalescing.

Key words: keywords must be chosen during the online submission process

1. Introduction1

The dynamics of gas bubbles in liquids drives a wide variety of operations in the2

chemical process industry, mineral processing and food industry, among many other3

examples. It also leads the mass exchange between ocean and atmosphere and the4

generation of aerosols (Deane & Stokes 2002). Breakup and coalescence of bubbles5

is commonly present in most applications, and equipment is designed based on the6

understanding of the gas-liquid interaction phenomena and on the bubble’s behaviour.7

Thus, a profound knowledge of interaction between bubbles as well as between the8
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gas and the liquid phases is crucial to understand the processes and optimize their9

performance. Bubble fragmentation has been extensively investigated under different flow10

configurations, and different models have been proposed (Tsouris & Tavlarides 1994;11

Mart́ınez-Bazán et al. 1999a; Wang et al. 2003; Qi et al. 2020, among many others),12

however there is still a large amount of scientific effort devoted to this topic. Coalescence13

is also essential to describe the dynamics and evolution of a population of bubbles. It is14

usually defined as a three-step process involving three different mechanisms (Prince &15

Blanch 1990; Chesters 1991). The first step consists of bringing close together the bubbles16

involved in the process, typically two of them. This step is controlled by the external liquid17

flow that induces the bubbles motion and cause them to collide. Once the bubbles are18

in contact, in order to coalesce, it is necessary to drain the thin liquid film separating19

them. The last stage initiates when the film becomes thin enough so that inter-molecular20

forces, such as van der Waals ones for pure fluids, become dominant, breaking the liquid21

film and thus making the bubbles coalesce. Considerable effort has been also devoted to22

better understand the underlying physics that characterizes the growth of the neck which23

forms just after a hole appears on the drained liquid film between coalescing bubbles or24

drops (Eggers et al. 1999; Paulsen et al. 2014; Anthony et al. 2017; Moreno Soto et al.25

2018). It should be noted that the last stage of the drainage is very fast compared26

with the previous ones. Due to marked contrasts of coalescence efficiency observed when27

physico-chemical properties of the fluids vary, most of the coalescence studies concentrate28

on the drainage of the liquid film once the bubbles are sufficiently close (Marrucci29

1969; Chesters & Hofman 1982; Oolman & Blanch 1986; Zhang & Thoroddsen 2008;30

Ghosh 2009; Huisman et al. 2012). This analysis of coalescence as a three-step process31

has been fruitful to build several global models combining knowledge obtained from32

different studies. It remains that, in a given flow configuration, steps come one after33

another without real discontinuity, thus the ratios of their respective life-times may vary34

depending on their ambiguous definition. In this sense, it can be, thus, interesting to35

analyse the coalescence process as a whole, using phenomenological models that avoid36

the complexity of describing in detail these stages. In the present work we focus on the37

global process, analysing the hydrodynamics controlling the bubble coalescence in a high-38

Reynolds number confined bubble swarm. In order to explain precisely the aim of our39

study we first present the modelling formalism that we adopt and the closure laws that40

we discuss.41

The evolution of sizes of a population of bubbles is often modelled by means of a42

Boltzmann-type partial integro-differential conservation equation (Williams 1985),43

∂n

∂t
+∇ · (ūn) +

∂ (Rn)

∂v
= Q̇r + Q̇d, (1.1)

where n(v,x, t) dv dx is the probable number of bubbles with volume in the range dv44

about v in the spatial range dx about x at time t, ū is the mean velocity of bubbles of45

volume v at location x at time t, Q̇r, and Q̇d are the birth and death rates of change of46

the number of bubbles due to breakup and coalescence, and R is the rate of change of47

the volume v of a bubble, which for flows with no thermal effects may be due to mass48

dissolution. In the present work, we do not include thermal effects and dissolution can49

be neglected (R = 0) since the dissolution times are much larger than the characteristics50

residence time of bubbles for the bubble sizes considered. Equation (1.1) may depend on51

space and time if the problem is non homogeneous and unsteady. A dependence on the52

velocities of the bubbles can also be introduced if, for a given size, possible velocities are53

distributed in a large range where coalescence and breakup dominant mechanisms may54

vary. For simpler presentation we do not incorporate this effect in the following equations,55
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as the flow regime that we consider does not require this supplementary complexity to be56

represented. When neglecting changes of volume due to thermodynamical phase change,57

taking into account breakup as well as coalescence, this equation writes (Coulaloglou &58

Tavlarides 1977; Mart́ınez-Bazán 1999; Marchisio & Fox 2013)59

∂n(v,x, t)

∂t
+∇ · [n(v,x, t) ū(v,x, t)] = Q̇c + Q̇b, (1.2)

where Q̇c represents the sink or source terms of n(v,x, t) due to coalescence and Q̇b that60

due to breakup. Thus, the equation that determines the transport and the evolution of61

n(v,x, t) is the Liouville-Boltzmann’s equation. It is a generalization of Smoluchowski’s62

equation established for particle coagulation (Smoluchowski 1917), usually called the63

Population Balance Equation (PBE) (Williams 1985). Moments of order 0 and 1 of64

n(v,x, t) are respectively the total number of bubbles per unit volume, N∞(x, t), what-65

ever their sizes, and the volume fraction of the dispersed phase α(x, t) (Ramkrishna 2000;66

Marchisio & Fox 2013),67

N∞(x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

n(v,x, t) dv, (1.3)

68

α(x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

v n(v,x, t) dv. (1.4)

The coalescence and breakup rates in equation (1.2) read69

Q̇c(v,x, t) =
1

2

∫ v

0

λ(v − v′, v′)h(v − v′, v′)n(v − v′,x, t)n(v′,x, t) dv′ − gc(v)n(v,x, t),

(1.5)70

and Q̇b(v,x, t) =

∫ ∞
v

f(v′, v)m(v′) gb(v
′)n(v′,x, t) dv′ − gb(v)n(v,x, t), (1.6)

where h(v, v′) is the collision frequency between bubbles of volumes v and v′; λ(v, v′) is71

the collision efficiency between bubbles of volumes v and v′; gc(v) is the coalescence rate72

of bubbles of volume v with any other bubble; gb(v) is the breakup or fragmentation73

frequency of bubbles of volume v; m(v) the number of bubbles resulting from the74

fragmentation of bubbles of volume v; and f(v′, v) the bubble size distribution of daughter75

bubbles resulting from the fragmentation of a mother bubble of volume v′. In equation76

(1.5), the first integral term in the r.h.s. is a source term and the second one a sink77

term, both due to coalescence. Similarly, in equation (1.6) source and sink terms due78

to fragmentation also contribute to the evolution of the population of bubbles. As a79

complement to equation (1.5), the coalescence rate of bubbles of volume v with any80

other bubble is defined by81

gc(v) =

∫ ∞
0

λ(v, v′)h(v, v′)n(v′,x, t) dv′. (1.7)

Several closure laws and models for each of these terms have been proposed in the82

past. Their validity is most often limited to given hydrodynamical regimes of breakup83

and coalescence enforced by turbulent agitation or by mean shear flow. Sometimes they84

also include the influence of physico-chemical properties of the liquid or of the interface.85

Large amount of information on the adopted models can be found in references such86

as Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977); Prince & Blanch (1990); Chesters (1991); Mart́ınez-87

Bazán et al. (2010) or in literature reviews such as Kolev (1993); Lasheras et al. (2002);88

Liao & Lucas (2009, 2010). However, the present work is focused on the coalescence89
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processes of bubbles rising in liquid initially at rest, leaving breakage out of its scope.90

Thus, without including bubble breakup, equation (1.2) reduces to,91

∂n(v,x, t)

∂t
+∇ · [n(v,x, t) ū(v,x, t)] =

1

2

∫ v

0

λ(v − v′, v′)h(v − v′, v′)n(v − v′,x, t)n(v′,x, t) dv′

−
∫ ∞
0

λ(v, v′)h(v, v′)n(v,x, t)n(v′,x, t) dv′.

(1.8)

In the literature there are two types of models that have been proposed for h(v, v′), or92

for the coalescence time, including phenomenological and physical models. The physical93

models are mainly focused on the description of the drainage process of the liquid94

film separating two bubbles when they get close enough (Chesters & Hofman 1982;95

Oolman & Blanch 1986; Ghosh 2009; Huisman et al. 2012). They are thus limited to96

coalescence in stagnant liquids unperturbed by bubbles approach motion. In contrast,97

the phenomenological models are introduced for moving bubbles and are based on models98

of collision of molecules applied in physical gas dynamics (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides 1977;99

Sovova 1981; Prince & Blanch 1990; Tsouris & Tavlarides 1994). In these models, the100

coalescence rate of bubbles of volume v with any other bubble, defined by equation (1.7),101

is commonly reduced to the product between a collision frequency times a coalescence102

efficiency.103

The objective of this work is to determine λ(v, v′) and h(v, v′) from bubble coalescence104

experiments performed in a high-Reynolds number swarm of bubbles injected at the105

bottom of a planar vertical thin-gap cell filled with liquid at rest, and analyze their106

contribution to gc(v). This confined configuration favours observation of coalescence.107

Starting from injection, the bubbles are greater than the gap thickness, favoring their in-108

teraction since the bubbles cannot escape out of the plane. Thus, coalescence is enhanced,109

being the coalescence rate larger than in the three-dimensional configuration (Lundin &110

McCready 2009).111

In the regime explored here, there is no dewetting of the liquid films between the112

bubbles and the walls, and bubbles move at large Bond and Archimedes (or Reynolds)113

numbers. Thus, the cascade of sizes generated by coalescence is expected to create a114

complex self-induced gravity-driven agitation in the swarm. Indeed, for isolated bubbles,115

it is already known that bubbles whose sizes vary in a range similar to the one that we116

observe, exhibit contrasted oscillating paths and shapes (Kelley & Wu 1997; Roig et al.117

2012; Filella et al. 2015; Piedra et al. 2015; Hashida et al. 2019; Pavlov et al. 2021). In118

the present work we do not study the statistical properties of bubble agitation, but it119

has to be kept in mind that the self-induced agitation results from wakes interactions,120

as already discussed in a homogeneous swarm of confined bubbles where coalescence was121

inhibited (Bouche et al. 2012, 2014).122

It is worth pointing out that this flow configuration finds promising applications in123

chemical engineering since it is expected to be an alternative reactor of intermediate124

size that takes advantage of the confinement to enhance mass transfer, as in monolith125

reactors, and of the intense bubble-induced agitation to develop satisfactory in-plane126

mixing (Roudet et al. 2017; Alméras et al. 2018). Some recent applications have been127

developed concerning light-activated reactions or cultivation of micro-algae in photo-128

reactors that need narrow geometries due to light absorption and attenuation, while129
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Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the experimental facility, showing the field of view of size 358.40 mm ×
179.20 mm for one of the camera recording positions. The zoomed area schematizes the lateral
view of the cell with a bubble flattened between the side walls. (b) Example of image taken in
one of the three different vertical positions of the camera.

keeping efficient mixing and mass transfer requirements (Oelgemoller 2016; Pruvost et al.130

2017; Thobie et al. 2017).131

The paper is organized as follows. The experimental facility and the techniques devel-132

oped to describe the evolution of the population of bubbles are presented in §2. A careful133

examination of the performances of the bubble tracking algorithm is also presented in134

this section. The statistical properties of the gas flow and their evolution with the bubble135

population, for different values of the void fraction at injection, are reported in §3. In136

particular, in §3.1 we will introduce a parameter to properly characterize the evolution137

of bubble sizes. Then, the results of the rate of change of the population of bubbles and138

the measurements of the bubble collision frequency are summarized and discussed in139

§3.2. The model associated with the collision frequency is introduced in §4. Finally §5 is140

devoted to conclusions.141

2. Experimental facility and techniques142

The experimental facility used to characterize the evolution of the bubble size dis-143

tribution in a high-Reynolds number confined bubble swarm is presented in §2.1. This144

particular flow configuration allowed a direct analysis of the whole bubble population145

using shadowgraphy technique, since the planar motion prevented bubble overlap in the146

recording plane. In addition to the description of the operating conditions and of the147

shadowgraphy technique used, an overview of the image processing algorithm developed148

to detect, classify and track the bubbles in the swarm is given in the Appendix §A.149

2.1. Experimental facility and operating conditions150

The confined bubble swarm was generated within a quasi-bidimensional vertical cell151

filled with distilled water at ambient temperature, being its top section open to atmo-152

spheric pressure (Bouche et al. 2012, 2014). The cell consists of two parallel glass plates153

(800 mm high and 400 mm wide) separated by a thin gap of width w = 1 mm (figure 1a).154
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Unlike in previous works related to confined bubble swarms (Bouche et al. 2012, 2013,155

2014; Alméras et al. 2016, 2018), no electrolyte was added to the liquid so that bubble156

coalescence was not inhibited. In addition, the distilled water was regularly renewed to157

prevent interface contamination. Air bubbles of uniform size were periodically injected158

from the bottom of the cell through an array of 16 capillary tubes of 0.6 mm inner159

diameter and 0.8 mm outer diameter (figure 1a). The tubes were equally distributed160

along the bottom of the cell and connected to a controlled pressure air feeding chamber.161

The pressure drop along the air injection tubes was sufficiently large to ensure a constant162

air flow rate along the tubes (Gordillo et al. 2007). The bubble detachment frequency,163

fb, was accurately selected firstly setting a certain pressure in the air feeding chamber,164

pg, and, secondly, controlling the air flow rate through each tube using individual valves.165

This frequency was checked for each injector using a stroboscopic light before running166

each experiment.167

The volume of the injected bubbles ensured that their sizes were always larger than168

the width of the gap, w. Therefore, the bubbles were flattened between the cell walls,169

forming a thin liquid film between the bubble interface and the wall (see zoomed area170

in figure 1a). In this configuration, independently of the bubble size distribution of the171

swarm, no dewetting at the glass plates was observed and the bubbles degrees of freedom172

were bounded. The flow above the bubbles goes around sideways, and does not enter the173

thin liquid films at rest as in Pavlov et al. (2021). Therefore, these thin films are not174

expected to play any role in the bubble coalescence processes described in the present175

work. Hence, a two-dimensional description of the motion can be adopted as in Roig176

et al. (2012) and in Filella et al. (2015). In that sense, every bubble in the swarm is177

described by an equivalent diameter which is defined as D = (4Ab/π)1/2, being Ab178

the projected area of the bubble on the cell plane. The injected gas volume fraction,179

α0 = ΣiA
i
bw/(LxLzw), was determined from the total volume occupied by all the bubbles180

in a measuring window a few millimeters above the capillary tubes (W1 in figure 2), where181

Lz = 50.83 mm and Lx = 328.67 mm are respectively the height and the width of the182

window. In the current experiments, α0 was varied from 2.4 % to 6.7 % by adjusting183

the bubble generation frequency. Table 1 shows the experimental conditions of the four184

experimental sets considered in the present work, including the mean equivalent diameter185

of the injected bubbles, D0. The variations in the sizes of the bubbles generated by186

each tube were negligible and a monodispersed bubble swarm was initially formed, as187

in Bouche et al. (2012, 2014). Additionally, the total air flow rate was estimated as188

Qg = 4πD0
2wfb, showing a linear increase with α0.189

The bubble swarm at the bottom of the cell is characterized by α0 and by the190

non-dimensional parameters governing the motion of an isolated bubble of equivalent191

diameter at injection, D0. These include the Archimedes number, Ar0 =
√
gD0D0/ν,192

the confinement ratio, δ0 = w/D0, and the Bond number Bo0 = ρgD2
0/σ, where g is the193

gravity, ν and ρ the liquid kinematic viscosity and density, w the thickness of the cell194

and σ the surface tension. Under the conditions reported here, these parameters lie in195

the following ranges: 630 6 Ar0 6 850, 0.24 6 δ0 6 0.29, and 1.79 6 Bo0 6 2.11. For196

confined bubbles of equivalent diameter D > D0, the mean rise velocity of an isolated197

bubble can be estimated by (Filella et al. 2015)198

Ub ' 0.75(w/D)1/6
√
gD, (2.1)

which in dimensionless form can be expressed as,199

Re ' 0.75 δ1/6Ar, (2.2)

where Re = UbD/ν and Ar =
√
gDD/ν are the Reynolds and Archimedes number of200
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Figure 2. General view of the three recording positions for α0 = 3.2 %. The 15 measuring
windows used for the spatial discretization are superimposed on the images. The height of each
measuring window is Lz = 50.83 mm while its width almost comprises the whole transverse
spanwise of the cell, Lx = 328.67 mm. The vertical axis denotes the position of the middle point
of some of the measuring windows.
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α0 D0 pg fb Qg

(%) (mm) (bar) (s−1) (m3s−1) ×106

Set 1 2.4 3.65± 0.20 0.6 7 1.18± 0.13
Set 2 3.2 3.68± 0.22 0.7 9 1.53± 0.19
Set 3 4.9 3.85± 0.28 0.8 13.5 2.51± 0.38
Set 4 6.7 3.96± 0.23 0.9 18 3.54± 0.42

Table 1. Injection conditions of the four experimental sets considered in the present work: α0,
gas volume fraction at the bottom of the cell; D0, mean equivalent diameter of the bubbles
injected; pg, pressure at the air feeding chamber; fb, bubble generation frequency; Qg, air flow
rate.

a bubble of size D. The bubble Reynolds number, Re0 = UbD0/ν, can then be defined,201

and ranges here from 380 to 500. The gap Reynolds number, Re0δ0
2 can then also202

be introduced to assess the inertial regime, as it varies between 28 and 32. Thus, the203

flow can be considered to be dominated by inertia (Bush & Eames 1998) for all bubble204

sizes involved in the swarm. Bubbles at injection initially behave as isolated bubbles205

exhibiting oscillatory paths coupled to their unsteady wakes that generate periodic vortex206

shedding. Their in-plane projected shape is deformed and can be considered as an ellipse207

of moderate eccentricity (Roig et al. 2012; Filella et al. 2015). For further discussion,208

general ideas can be retained. First, the velocity disturbances induced by bubbles in the209

liquid are mainly parallel to the plates, except in the close vicinity of the bubbles. Then,210

the order of magnitude of the liquid velocity in the bubble’s wake is
√
gD. The wake is211

nevertheless strongly attenuated by shear stress at the walls within a characteristic time212

scale proportional to the viscous one, τν = w2/(4ν). Therefore, in the swarm the agitation213

in the liquid results from direct interactions of localized random flow disturbances of214

various sizes as in the homogeneous swarm studied by Bouche et al. (2014).215

The swarm of bubbles generated was recorded using shadowgraphy in a measurement216

region that spanned almost the entire horizontal width of the cell (figure 1). To that217

aim, the cell was illuminated from behind with an uniform, constant and diffused white218

light perpendicular to the cell plane (figure 1a). Placing the light source at one side219

of the cell, a camera (Photron APX) equipped with a 85 mm lens was used to take220

images of 210 levels of gray and of size 1024 × 512 pixels, with an exposure time of221

1/2000 s, from the other side. In order to analyze the evolution of the population of222

bubbles as they rise, while maintaining the desired resolution, the backlight and the223

camera were placed at three different positions (figure 2). Transverse homogeneity of224

the flow was observed. Therefore, the downstream evolution of the bubble swarm was225

described by a statistical analysis of the bubble population characteristic parameters226

averaged over the horizontal width of the cell. In order to avoid possible errors due to227

border effects, the analysis was performed in a recording region, placed in the middle228

of each image, which consisted of a rectangle of size 328.67 mm × 152.49 mm with a229

pixel-size resolution of 350 µm (figure 1b). Moreover, to increase the spatial resolution230

of the measurements, the recording region was divided into five windows of horizontal231

length Lx = 328.67 mm and vertical length Lz = 50.83 mm, with 50 % of overlapping, as232

indicated in figure 2. Two types of measurements were performed, depending on the image233
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Figure 3. Superimposed trajectories of 100 bubbles detected in the field of view of the first
recording position, z < 160 mm, for the different injection conditions (a) α0 = 2.4 %; (b)
α0 = 3.2 %; (c) α0 = 4.9 % and (d) α0 = 6.7 %. Each trajectory is defined as a succession of
points corresponding to the bubble centroid at each instant. The origin (xo, zo) is defined as the
position where the bubble is first detected. The positions are normalized using the corresponding
injection diameter D0.

acquisition frequency. First, a series of experiments taking video images of the swarm234

at 250 fps were conducted. This recording rate was high enough to track the bubbles as235

they rose along the field of view. Thus, bubble collisions could be detected and tracked236

to determine whether the colliding bubbles coalesced, generating new larger bubbles, or237

eventually separated, which allowed us to determine the bubble collision frequency, h, as238

well as the efficiency, λ. Measurements also allowed us to detect breakup events, giving239

birth to smaller daughter bubbles, although this phenomenon was rare in this study. For240

this analysis, high-speed movies of 25 s duration were recorded at the three positions.241

The total duration of the recordings included between 20 000 and 75 000 bubble records242

per position, depending on the injection conditions and on the measuring location. In243

addition to the experiments recorded at high frequency, at each recording position, sets of244

around 3 000 uncorrelated images were recorded at a frame rate of 1/2 fps to ensure that245

the bubbles in one image were not recorded in the following one. Thus, the total number246

of bubbles detected at each position varied between 25 000 and 250 000, depending on247

the injected air flow rate and on the recording position. This ensured a statistically248

converged and unbiased measurement of parameters of the bubble population that can249

be obtained from low frequency experiments such as the volume probability density250

function. Satisfactory comparison of the information that could be obtained from both251

types of measurements indicated that the statistical parameters extracted only from the252

high-frequency records were indeed robust and meaningful.253

Details of the digital image processing methods specifically developed in this work to254

detect and classify the bubbles in the swarm are given in §A.1. In addition, the techniques255

designed to track the bubbles and detect the collisions, as well as the coalescence and256

breakup events are described in §A.2. Additional information can be found in Ruiz-Rus257

(2019).258

2.2. Performance of the bubble tracking algorithm (BTA)259

The results obtained with the bubble tracking algorithm described in the Appendix260

§A, consist of the record of the bubbles along the field of view for each position. The261

information stored for each bubble includes the projected area (bubble volume), the262

centroid location, the bubble velocity components, as well as the bubble lifespan and263
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Figure 4. Mean collision efficiency of the populations of bubbles, defined as the fraction
of collisions that ends up in coalescence, versus the downstream distance normalized by the
corresponding injection diameter D0. The figure shows that λ∞ remains constant and does not
depend on α0.

the types of birth and death events. In addition, family trees are established for each264

newly generated bubble, including the parents in a birth from coalescence, or the mother265

and the sibling in a birth from breakage. The performance of the BTA algorithm can be266

estimated, first, from the fact that more than 99 % of the detected bubbles can be tracked,267

the remaining ones being associated to specific events with simultaneous coalescence and268

breakup in agglomerates of bubbles.269

As an example, figure 3 shows a set of bubble trajectories for each injection condition270

at the first recording position. In this figure, regardless of where the bubble trajectories271

begin, they have been displaced to the same origin, with xo and zo being the initial272

positions of the bubbles. It can be observed that the horizontal dispersion of the bubbles273

increases with the injected air volume fraction and with the vertical position, showing274

the effects of the liquid velocities induced by the wakes of the population of bubbles.275

The bubble lifespan is typically larger for the lowest values of α0 (figure 3a, b), since the276

number of coalescence events is still low at this recording position. The trajectories show277

the characteristic path oscillations described by Roig et al. (2012) for isolated bubbles,278

indicating the weak effect of the hydrodynamic interactions at these low void fractions.279

However, the degree of coalescence substantially increases with α0, resulting in much280

shorter trajectories (figure 3c, d).281

The first quantitative measurement extracted from the BTA is the collision efficiency.282

It represents the ratio between the number of coalescence and that of collisions. As283

mentioned before, the confinement of the bubbles imposed in this configuration highly284

increases the efficiency of the collisions. The mean collision efficiency, λ∞, obtained285

considering all the collisions detected at each measuring window, is plotted in figure 4 for286

the four values of α0 tested in this work. Our results indicate that the collision efficiency287

barely depends on the size of the colliding bubbles. In fact, considering the collision288

efficiency of different pairs of bubbles, differences lower than 5 % were found with respect289

to λ∞. In addition to being a very high efficiency, it should be noted that λ∞ does not290

vary with the concentration of bubbles, nor with z. In fact, the figure shows that its value291

can be considered constant and approximately equal to 80 %.292

Moreover, the tracking method allows a direct analysis of the coalescence events. In that293
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Figure 5. Downstream evolution of the different rates of change of the whole population of
bubbles for different injection conditions, (a) α0 = 2.4 %; (b) α0 = 3.2 %; (c) α0 = 4.9 %

and (d) α0 = 6.7 %. All these frequency terms have been made dimensionless with
√
g/D0.

Both sides of the averaged PBE, as expressed in (2.6), are shown with solid symbols, l.h.s.
(diamonds) and r.h.s. (circles). In addition, the different rate of change terms in the r.h.s. of
(2.6) are represented with open symbols, half of the mean coalescence frequency (triangles) and
the mean breakup frequency (squares).

sense, any detected collision is individually tracked (see §A.2), obtaining the position at294

which it initially occurs as well as the corresponding information for the colliding bubbles.295

In addition, the BTA can be used to obtain the number of bubbles of volume v that die296

due to coalescence, and the mean coalescence frequency of all bubbles at each position,297

〈gc〉∞ =

∫∞
0
n(v)gc(v)dv∫∞
0
n(v)dv

, (2.3)

that represents the frequency at which a bubble of any size coalesces with other bubbles.298

In the experiments performed in this work, most of the daughter bubbles which are299

born due to coalescence come from previous binary collisions. Thus, since the total300

number of collisions which end up in coalescence, γ∞, during the measuring time, T , in a301

population of N∞ bubbles, is half of the bubbles dying due to coalescence, N∞ 〈gc〉∞/2,302

the mean bubble coalescence frequency can be directly obtained from the experimental303

measurements as304

〈gc〉∞ =
2γ∞
N∞ T

. (2.4)

Similar to the mean coalescence frequency, 〈gc〉∞, the mean breakup frequency of bubbles305
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at each position, given by 〈gb〉∞ =
∫∞
0
n(v)gb(v)dv/

∫∞
0
n(v)dv, can be directly obtained306

as307

〈gb〉∞ =
ψ∞
N∞ T

, (2.5)

where ψ∞ is the number of breakup events observed during the time T .308

Thus, the accuracy and convergence of the tracking analysis of the experiments309

performed at high rates of acquisition, can be checked by comparing both sides of the310

equation (1.2) averaged over all bubble sizes, assuming that both coalescence and breakup311

are binary processes. To that aim, the l.h.s. in the averaged PBE can be achieved by312

integration of equation (1.2) over the whole range of bubbles (Friedlander 1977). Thus,313

applying the Leibnitz rule for integration and substituting (1.5) and (1.6) into (1.2), in314

the one-dimensional, steady state situation of interest here, the averaged PBE simplifies315

to (Kocamustafaogullari & Ishii 1995; Soligo et al. 2019)316

− 1

N∞

∂ (N∞ Ūz)

∂z
=
〈gc〉∞

2
− 〈gb〉∞ , (2.6)

where Ūz is the mean rising velocity of the bubbles in the measuring window. Figure 5317

shows the different terms in both sides of equation (2.6), evaluated at various measuring318

locations, for all the experimental injection conditions. In that case, the frequency terms319

have been made dimensionless making use of
√
g/D0, while the downstream locations are320

normalized with the injection diameter D0, corresponding to each experimental injection321

condition. As expected, a fairly good agreement is observed between both sides of the322

equation (black circles and gray diamonds, respectively). This result confirms the validity323

of the experimental procedure, as well as the effectiveness of the bubble tracking method324

and the convergence of the results obtained. In addition, it can be noticed that some325

breakup events (hollow squares) also take place in the swarm, especially for the higher326

values of α0 (figure 5c, d).327

3. Description and discussion of bubble coalescence in the evolving328

swarm329

An overview of the results obtained by the BTA has shown that the evolution of the330

population of bubbles is mainly governed by bubble coalescence, with a weak contribution331

of bubble breakup in some cases (figure 5). These processes, that lead to variations in332

the bubble size distribution, are driven by the liquid agitation in the swarm, which333

in turn is induced by the interaction of the wakes of bubbles of different sizes that334

constitute the swarm. Consequently, it is necessary to characterize the different stages335

of the evolution of the bubble population to adequately elucidate the mechanisms that336

govern the coalescence process.337

3.1. Spatial evolution of the bubble population338

In the present configuration there is no external liquid flow that carries the bubbles339

and they rise due to buoyancy effects. The downstream evolution of the population of340

bubbles can be described in terms of the flux of bubbles crossing each z position. An341

estimation of the averaged flux is given by the local net number of bubbles detected342

in each measuring window, N∗∞, multiplied by their corresponding mean velocity, Ūz,343

obtained by the BTA. Figure 6(a) shows the downstream evolution of the bubbles344

flux for each injection condition. The fact that the flux of bubbles decreases with the345

dimensionless downstream location z/D0, indicates that coalescence leads the evolution346
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Figure 6. (a) Downstream evolution of the total flux of bubbles measured in each position
(window) for the different experimental injection conditions. (b) Downstream evolution of the
local gas volume fraction, obtained from the total volume occupied by all the bubbles present in
each window. The downstream locations have been normalized by the corresponding injection
diameter D0.

of the distribution of bubbles, even in the cases where there are some breakup events, as347

previously shown in figure 5. The rate of change of the population depends on the initial348

number of bubbles, N∗∞(0), which is directly related to the selected bubble generation349

frequency, fb, and thus, to the injected air volume fraction, α0. For high void fractions350

(i.e. α0 = 4.9 and 6.7 %, respectively), near the bottom of the cell, the amount of351

bubbles of injection size D0 quickly decreases as the bubbles rise. In fact, strong bubble-352

bubble interactions occur in the regions close to the injectors, giving rise to collisions353

and coalescence events. Once the bubbles start coalescing, larger bubbles are generated354

leading to a coalescence cascade which rapidly involve pairs of bubbles of wider ranges355

of sizes. As z/D0 increases the flux decreases less rapidly. In fact, the reduction in the356

total number of bubbles composing the population causes the net amount of coalescence357

events to decrease too. Although the rate of change of the bubbles flux decreases with358

the downstream distance, there is no evidence of reaching a final frozen-state where359

coalescence would become negligible. It has to be pointed out that at higher positions of360

the cell, as previously noticed in figure 5(c,d), bubble breakup occurs, competing with361

coalescence. The unstable nature of the largest bubbles generated in these cases as well362

as the interaction with stronger bubble-induced liquid velocities, increases the relevance363

of breakage far from the injection point. On the other hand, for lower void fractions364

(i.e. α0 = 2.4 % and 3.2 %), figure 6(a) shows that the bubbles take longer to begin to365

coalesce. In these cases, the bubble flux initially remains constant up to a certain position366

where it starts to decay at a rate that decreases as α0 decreases. This is related with367

the lower amount of bubbles generated under these conditions and the larger distances368

between bubbles at the initial positions. However, as they rise, the injected bubbles loose369

memory of the injection conditions and begin to adopt the oscillatory motion which370

characterizes these ellipsoidal bubbles within the confined cell (Roig et al. 2012; Filella371

et al. 2015). At a given height that depends on the generation frequency (Sanada et al.372

2005), the trajectories of the bubbles scatter under the effect of the perturbations in373

the liquid, giving rise to bubble-bubble interactions and to the subsequent collisions and374

coalescence events (see W4 and W5 in figure 2).375

Figure 6(b) shows, for each injection condition, the downstream evolution of the local376

air volume fraction α(z), defined as the volume occupied by the entire population of377

bubbles present at each measuring window, divided by the volume of the window. At378
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Figure 7. Downstream development of the bubble size distribution described by the volume-size
bubble p.d.f. for (a) α0 = 2.4 %, (b) α0 = 3.2 %, (c) α0 = 4.9 % and (d) α0 = 6.7 %. Only some
measuring locations have been plotted for clarity. The image inside each panel corresponds to a
cell height around z = 412.92 mm. The scale bar indicates a length of 20 mm.

variance with homogeneous monodispersed bubble swarms where the gas volume fraction379

remains constant under constant injection conditions (Martinez Mercado et al. 2010;380

Bouche et al. 2012; Colombet et al. 2015), in the present swarm, α(z) also varies with381

z/D0, due to the evolution of the distribution of sizes and to the fact that the velocity382

of the bubbles varies with their sizes. Indeed, the absence of an external liquid flow383

implies that the mean rising velocity of the gas phase is mainly imposed by the buoyancy384

exerted on the different bubble sizes coupled to the underlying fluid motion generated385

by hydrodynamic interactions. Therefore, the local volume fraction α(z) is affected not386

only by the injected air flow-rate, but also by the evolution of the distribution of bubbles387

that induces buoyancy-driven variations on the mean rising velocity of the gas phase.388

In order to determine the distribution of bubble sizes at each measuring window, the389

equivalent diameters of the bubbles were obtained from image processing (see §A.1) to390

compute the bubble volume probability density function (Mart́ınez-Bazán et al. 1999a),391

V.p.d.f. (D) =
wD2 p.d.f. (D)∫ Dmax

Dmin

wD2 p.d.f. (D) dD

, (3.1)

which represents the volume occupied by bubbles of size D compared to that of the392

entire distribution. In equation (3.1) Dmin is the smallest bubble size of the distribution393

and Dmax the largest one. The downstream evolution of the V.p.d.f. resulting from394
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Figure 8. (a) Evolution of DV 90 with the downstream location, both normalized with the
corresponding bubble injection diameter D0, for the different injection conditions. Notice that,
DV 90/D0 remains unchanged until the coalescence process starts, leading to larger bubbles. (b)
Evolution of the flux of bubbles normalized with that at the first measuring window, N∗∞Ūz(0),
as a function of DV 90/D0.

coalescence, and eventually breakup, is shown in figure 7 for the four experimental395

conditions reported in Table 1. For the sake of clarity, we have only plotted six measuring396

locations. Qualitatively, similar downstream evolutions are observed for the four cases:397

the nearly monodispersed distribution of bubbles observed close to the bottom of the398

cell progressively widens further downstream due to bubble coalescence. Since bubbles399

of constant size, D0, are periodically injected at the bottom of the cell, for low values400

of α0, the initial V.p.d.f. is a narrow distribution around D0 (see the distribution at401

z = 40.92 mm in figures 7a and b). In fact, in these cases, coalescence is not observed402

until z = 142.58 mm (figure 7a,b), as previously noted from the evolution of the total flux403

of bubbles shown in figure 6(a). However, for larger values of α0, at the first measuring404

window, a secondary peak is already observed at D '
√

2D0, indicating the existence405

of some coalescence events of bubbles of size D0 (z = 40.92 mm in figure 7c,d). It is406

worth noticing the existence of additional peaks at
√

3D0,
√

4D0, ..., corresponding to407

added volumes of the injection bubbles resulting from successive coalescence events (Néel408

& Deike 2021). Nevertheless, as the coalescence process evolves, such peaks (associated409

with classes of finite extension) attenuate, generating broader and smoother distributions410

far from the injection point. The V.p.d.f.s exhibit large tails as the coalescence cascade411

progresses. In fact, it can be observed that the size of the largest bubbles found at a certain412

distance increases with α0. This fact is clearly illustrated in the images displayed as insets413

in figure 7, which show characteristic snapshots of the swarm for each experimental414

condition at z = 412.92 mm.415

For all values of α0, despite the differences in the downstream evolution of the rate416

of change of the number of bubbles, similar shapes of the distribution are found at417

different positions, which can be understood as equivalent stages of the coalescence418

cascade process. For example, the distribution at z = 324.58 mm in figure 7(a) is similar419

to that at z = 222.92 mm in figure 7(b), the distribution at z = 324.58 mm in figure 7(b)420

matches that at z = 142.58 mm in figure 7(c) and the distribution at z = 514.58421

mm in figure 7(c) resembles that at z = 412.92 mm in figure 7(d). The similarity in422

the distribution evolutions reveals that the various swarms considered follow the same423

coalescence cascade, independently of the value of α0. However, the rate of change of the424

swarm strongly depends on the void fraction, which is directly related to the amount of425
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bubbles forming the population, as can be inferred from equation (1.5). It will take longer426

for low values of α0 (figure 7a,b) than for larger ones (figure 7c,d) to reach a given stage427

of the distribution of sizes (i.e. a given shape), although each size will undergo the same428

coalescence cascade independently of α0. Taking this into account, the evolution of the429

bubble size distribution is characterized by a diameter representative of the population of430

bubbles. For this purpose, we used the statistically robust parameter, DV 90 (Hinze 1955;431

Mart́ınez-Bazán et al. 1999b), defined as the diameter of a bubble such that 90% of the432

total volume of the population of bubbles is contained within bubbles smaller than DV 90.433

This characteristic diameter represents the size of the largest bubbles in the distribution434

which, as they rise, will induce the largest velocity fluctuations in the liquid.435

Figure 8(a) shows the downstream evolution of DV 90 for the four injection conditions,436

reflecting the increase of its rate of change with α0. Notice that, for α0 = 2.4 % and 3.2 %,437

DV 90 barely changes for z < 150 mm, indicating that coalescence does not start in those438

cases until z > 150 mm. However, for α0 = 4.9 % and 6.7 % coalescence is already439

observed near the injection position. In addition, figure 8(b) shows the evolution of the440

flux of bubbles normalized by that of the first measuring window, N∗∞Ūz(0), as a function441

of the characteristic diameter DV 90 normalized by the diameter of the injected bubbles,442

D0. It can be observed that the four plots collapse on the same curve, corroborating that443

the population of bubbles follow similar coalescence cascade processes and that DV 90 is444

the proper variable to describe the evolution of the population of bubbles of the different445

swarms. In that sense, DV 90/D0, can be seen as a variable similar to the dimensionless446

time, t/τ , proposed by Smoluchowski (1917) to describe the Brownian coagulation of447

particles within nearly monodispersed systems (see Chandrasekhar 1943; Friedlander448

1977, for reports of this work in English), being τ the characteristic coagulation or449

decay time, usually called half-life of the population. So, in the following, DV 90 will450

be considered as the characteristic parameter to determine the evolution of the swarm.451

This will allow us to consider the coalescence frequency as an unknown that varies with452

the self-induced evolution of the population, which includes the influence of the a priori453

unknown velocities of each size, as well as the α0 dependence.454

As already indicated above, the aim of the present work is to experimentally determine455

the coalescence frequency of a pair of bubbles of sizes D and D′ respectively in the bubble456

swarm. To be able to do it, large enough size ranges have to be defined to ensure that457

the number of bubbles included in each range is sufficiently high to have enough number458

of colliding bubbles, and thus obtain statistically converged results. For this purpose,459

we discretized the population of bubbles obtained from the experiments in different size460

classes, denoted as class 0, 1, 2 and so on. Every class is represented by a diameter Dk and461

includes bubble sizes in the range Dk−Δk/2 6 D 6 Dk+Δk/2, within a size bin of width462

Δk. The diameter Dk represents the middle size of the bin and corresponds to integer463

values of the injection bubble volume, accounting for volume-conservative coalescence464

events. Thus, the initial class corresponds to the injection bubbles, D0. The following465

class is associated to the coalescence of two bubbles of size D0, being D2
1 = 2D2

0. The rest466

of the classes, Dk, are defined as the diameter of the bubble formed from the coalescence467

of two bubbles belonging to the two preceding classes, D2
k = D2

k−1 + D2
k−2. Therefore,468

the different classes represent added volumes of the injection bubbles resulting in the469

following diameters: D1 =
√

2D0, D2 =
√

3D0, D3 =
√

5D0, D4 =
√

8D0, D5 =
√

13D0,470

D6 =
√

21D0, D7 =
√

34D0 and D8 =
√

55D0. The different sizes of the bins, Δk,471

were chosen looking for substantial but smooth variations of the bubble characteristics.472

Such definition of bubble classes and their corresponding limits allowed us to have an473

amount of bubbles sufficiently large in each class to observe enough collisions events474

among bubbles of different classes, ensuring a good statistical convergence of the data.475
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Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4
α0 (%) 2.4 3.2 4.9 6.7

k Dk±Δk/2 (mm)

0 (#) 3.65± 0.27 3.68± 0.27 3.85± 0.32 3.96± 0.32
1 (I) 5.16± 0.37 5.20± 0.38 5.45± 0.43 5.60± 0.44
2 (C) 6.32± 0.78 6.37± 0.78 6.67± 0.78 6.86± 0.81
3 (�) 8.16± 1.06 8.23± 1.08 8.62± 1.10 8.85± 1.18
4 (C) - 10.40± 1.10 10.90± 1.20 11.20± 1.20
5 (H) - 13.26± 1.77 13.90± 1.80 14.27± 1.87
6 (♦) - - 17.67± 2.00 18.14± 2.10
7 (F) - - 22.48± 2.81 23.08± 2.85
8 (4) - - - 29.36± 3.43

Table 2. Description of the bubble size classes defined for each experimental set. Here, k
denotes the bubble class indicating the symbols used to represent them, Dk is the mean diameter
describing the class and Δk the width of the size bin containing the class.

Details of the bubble classes defined for the different injection conditions are listed in476

Table 2.477

Considering the bubble classes defined in Table 2, the number of bubbles of a certain478

class per unit volume, Nk, is obtained integrating equation (1.3) between the size limits479

of the corresponding bin, Dk−Δk/2 and Dk+Δk/2. The evolution of the fraction of480

bubbles of each class, Nk/N∞, is represented in figure 9, as a function of DV 90/D0 for481

α0 = 6.7 %, showing the contribution of the amount of bubbles of each class to the whole482

population in every stage of the coalescence process. Note that, as shown in the inset of483

figure 9, the fraction of injection bubbles (class k = 0) is always larger than those of the484

other classes, indicating that there is still a considerable amount of bubbles of size D0485

remaining even far from the injection point. This fact reveals the appreciable presence486

of these small bubbles even at stages in which the coalescence cascade has accounted487

nearly 82 events. After a rapid decrease during the early stages of the evolution, the488

fraction of injection bubbles almost stabilizes around half of the total number of bubbles.489

However, the evolution of the fraction of all the other classes remarkably differs from490

that of the initial bubbles. In fact, a certain class of bubbles does not begin to form491

until a pair of smaller bubbles, whose sum of volumes is equal to the volume of the492

forming bubble, coalesce. First, the number of bubbles of classes k > 0 increases due493

to coalescence of smaller bubbles. Afterwards, when the number of bubbles of a given494

class becomes sufficiently large, they start to coalesce forming larger bubbles. Eventually,495

when the number of coalescing bubbles of a class k is larger than the number of bubbles496

that are generated from the coalescence of smaller ones, Nk/N∞ decreases. Indeed, the497

evolution of the concentration of a certain bubble class within the swarm is driven by498

the balance between the coalescence rate of smaller bubbles that form bubbles of this499

class, and their rate of coalescence with all the others, as is clearly established by equation500

(1.5). The coalescence rate in the balance equation (1.8) are determined from the collision501
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Figure 9. Evolution of the fraction of bubbles of each class with DV 90/D0 for α0 = 6.7 %.
Similar values are obtained for the other injection conditions. The fraction of bubbles belonging
to the injection class is displayed in the inset for clarity. The symbols represent the different
bubble classes according to Table 2.

frequencies of pairs of bubbles, h(Dk, Dk′), whose experimental values will be obtained502

in §3.2 and modelled in §4.503

3.2. Determination and analysis of the bubble pair collision frequency, h(Dk, Dk′)504

Considering the discretization in bubble classes given in Table 2, the number of bubbles505

per unit volume of a given class k that die per unit time due to coalescence represents506

the coalescence death rate, commonly expressed as507

Ḋec(Dk) = −
∫ ∞
0

λ(Dk, Dk′)h(Dk, Dk′)n(Dk)n(Dk′) dDk′ = −gc(Dk)n(Dk). (3.2)

In equation (3.2), h(Dk, Dk′) is the collision frequency of bubbles of class Dk with bubbles508

of size Dk′ and has units of m3s−1, and n(Dk) is the number density of bubbles with509

units of m−3, thus Ḋec(Dk) has units of m−3s−1. Note that, since λ(Dk, Dk′) = λ∞ is510

constant in the present case, h(Dk, Dk′) can be treated indistinctly as the collision or511

the coalescence frequency of the pair of bubbles. Having this in mind, h(Dk, Dk′) was512

obtained from the experiments performed at high acquisition rates, applying the bubble513

tracking and coalescence detection algorithm described in the Appendix §A, as514

h(Dk, Dk′) =
Γkk′

NkNk′
. (3.3)

In equation (3.3), Γkk′ is the number of bubbles of class k colliding with bubbles of class515

k′ in the measuring window, of volume Lz × Lx × w (see figure 2), per unit time, and516

Nk and Nk′ are respectively the number of bubbles of class k and k′ accounted in the517

volume of the measuring window. Thus, the rate of loss of bubbles of class k, Ḋec(Dk),518

corresponds to the frequency at which effective collisions of bubbles of size Dk with the519

rest of the bubbles take place, which, assuming that λ(Dk, Dk′) = λ∞ is constant (see520

figure 4), reduces to Ḋec(Dk) = λ∞Σ
∞
k′=0Γkk′ . Notice that, considering all the bubbles521

of the distribution which collide per unit time, Γ∞=Σ∞k=0Σ
∞
k′=0Γkk′ , the total number522

of coalescence events in expression (2.4), can also be obtained as γ∞/T = λ∞Γ∞/2. It523

is worth indicating that the models for h have been commonly derived by making an524
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Figure 10. Experimental measurements of the bubble pair collision frequency, h(Dk, Dk′)
obtained for the injection condition α0 = 4.9 % at a stage of the evolution of the swarm
where DV 90 = 18.25 mm (DV 90/D0 = 4.74). The symbols represent the different bubble classes
according to Table 2. Solid symbols represent pairs of bubbles colliding in the first regime, while
hollow ones denote collisions within the second regime. The series corresponding to Dk = 6.67
mm and Dk = 10.90 mm are not plotted for clarity. The points indicated by arrows correspond
to the cases shown in figure 13.

analogy with the kinetic theory of gases (Vincenti & Kruger 1965). These models (see525

e.g. the review in Liao & Lucas 2010) generally consider h as the volume swept per526

unit time by the colliding bubbles. It is usually referred to as collision kernel, or the527

coalescence kernel if the efficiency is also included (Marchisio & Fox 2013). However,528

taking into account that h is symmetric, resulting in h(Dk, Dk′) = h(Dk′ , Dk), in the529

present work it will be referred to as bubble pair collision frequency.530

The evolution of h(Dk, Dk′) is described hereafter for the experimental case corre-531

sponding to α0 = 4.9 %, as a representative example. Figure 10 shows the results of the532

bubble pair collision frequency for various bubble pairs at a stage of the evolution of the533

swarm where DV 90 = 18.25 mm (DV 90/D0 = 4.74). The adopted representation displays534

the evolution of h(Dk, Dk′) withDk′ for the different classes of bubbles (constant values of535

Dk). We should remember that, according to figure 8, since the bubble size distributions536

evolve in a similar way for all values of α0, DV 90/D0 can be used as a parameter to537

describe the coalescence cascade process. Considering the results corresponding to the538

smallest bubble size present in the distribution, Dk = 3.85 mm ( ), a monotonous539

increment of the collision frequency is observed when the size of the other colliding540

bubble, Dk′ , increases. This behaviour is also initially observed for larger bubbles, i.e.541

larger values of Dk, up to a certain value of Dk′ beyond which the frequency begins to542

decrease. Taking into account the interchangeability of Dk and Dk′ , it can be stated that543

the slope of the curve h(Dk, Dk′)−Dk′ increases with Dk. This monotonically increasing544

behaviour of the bubble pair collision frequency, characterized by the fact that at least545

one of the bubbles involved in the collision is relatively small, will be referred to as the546

first regime (represented by solid symbols in figure 10). In this regime, as soon as the547

bubbles collide, they coalesce or (in a very few cases) bounce back, but their surfaces548

do not deform during a certain time until they coalesce. On the other hand, as observed549

for Dk > 8.62 mm (�,H,�), the evolution of the bubble pair collision frequency shows550

a local maximum at certain values of Dk′ , which decreases as Dk increases. After this551
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Figure 11. Contour plots of: (a–d) h(Dk, Dk′) and (e–h) the product h(Dk, Dk′)Nk′ for
α0 = 4.9 % at four different instants of the bubble coalescence cascade process, characterized by
DV 90 (indicated by dashed lines in each plot). (a,e) DV 90 = 10.93 mm (DV 90/D0 = 2.84); (b,f )
DV 90 = 13.96 mm (DV 90/D0 = 3.62); (c,g) DV 90 = 18.25 mm (DV 90/D0 = 4.74) and (d,h)
DV 90 = 20.79 mm (DV 90/D0 = 5.40). The solid black lines in (a–d) indicate constant values of
the reduced diameter Dp.

maximum a different behaviour appears, which defines a second collision/coalescence552

regime (represented by hollow symbols in figure 10), where the two involved bubbles are553

large enough to be able to deform during the coalescence process. In this regime, once554

the bubbles get in touch, their interfaces deform and flatten forming a thin liquid film555

between the two bubbles, which mainly drains sideways (Huisman et al. 2012; Pavlov556

et al. 2021). The time spent on the bubbles surface deformation and on the liquid film557

drainage, before coalescence, increases the time during which the bubbles interact, leading558

to a reduction of the corresponding collision/coalescence frequency.559

Figures 11(a–d) show the contours of h(Dk, Dk′) at four different instants of the560

coalescence cascade process corresponding to α0 = 4.9 %. In this case, bubbles of diameter561

D0 = 3.85 mm are initially injected and, as they coalesce while they rise, a population562

of bubbles of increasing diameters is generated. The values of DV 90 of the bubble size563

distributions corresponding to panels (a–d), indicated with horizontal and vertical dashed564

lines, are 10.93 mm, 13.96 mm, 18.25 mm and 20.79 mm respectively (DV 90/D0 = 2.84;565

3.62; 4.74 and 5.40). The plots clearly show that h(Dk, Dk′) is a symmetric function566

that increases with DV 90. In fact, it can be observed that the coalescence frequencies567

between two small or two large bubbles are small compared to the collision frequency568

between bubbles of intermediate sizes. Note for instance that the maximum coalescence569

frequency in figure 11(d) falls in a fringe corresponding to the coalescence of bubbles570

of Dk = 8 mm (Dk = 20 mm) with bubbles of Dk′ = 20 mm (Dk′ = 8 mm), or to571

the coalescence between two bubbles of diameter Dk = Dk′ ≈ 12 mm. Interestingly, a572

close inspection of the contour plots indicates that the colour levels nearly follow lines of573

constant values of574

Dp =

[
1

2

(
1

Dk
+

1

Dk′

)]−1
=

2DkDk′

Dk +Dk′
, (3.4)

drawn with solid lines in figure 11(a–d). The diameter Dp represents the diameter of a575

bubble whose radius of curvature is equal to the mean radius of curvature of the pair of576
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Figure 12. (a) Bubble pair collision frequency, h(Dk, Dk′), as a function of the reduced
diameter, Dp. The symbols represent the experimental results shown in figure 10. Collisions
taking place in the first regime are depicted with solid symbols, while hollow ones are used to
represent collisions in the second regime. As in figure 10, the cases labeled as (i), (ii) and (iii)
respectively correspond to the series (a), (b) and (c) in figure 13. Lines represent the averaged
value of h(Dk, Dk′) along isolines of Dp in figure 11 for DV 90/D0 = 5.40 ( ); 4.74 ( ); 3.62

( ) and 2.84 ( ). (b) Dependence of D̃p/w with (αDV 90/w) for the experimental cases tested.

The solid line indicates that D̃p/w ∝ (αDV 90/w)1/2, according to equation (4.10). Here α is the
local gas volume fraction.

interacting bubbles, and will be further called the reduced diameter. This diameter has577

been commonly used to describe the deformation of interacting bubbles and in models578

of drops/bubbles coalescence (Chesters & Hofman 1982; Kamp et al. 2001; Neitzel &579

Dell’Aversana 2002). In addition to h(Dk, Dk′) shown in figures 11(a–d), figures 11(e–580

h) display the bubble pair collision frequency weighted by the number of bubbles of581

size Dk′ . This quantity represents the frequency of collision of a bubble of size Dk with582

bubbles of size Dk′ and obviously depends on the number of bubbles of size Dk′ in the583

distribution, n(Dk′). It represents the contribution of bubbles of class k′ to the coalescence584

frequency of bubbles of class k, gc(Dk), as established in equation (1.7). It can be seen585

that h(Dk, Dk′)Nk′ , obtained experimentally as Γkk′/Nk is no longer symmetric and it586

depends on the bubbles size distribution, having the maximum values for Dk′ = D0 in587

our particular case, since the number of bubbles of size D0 is larger than the number of588

bubbles of other sizes, as shown in figure 9.589

A description of the bubble pair collision frequency, h(Dk, Dk′), is therefore sought after590

in terms of the reduced diameter, Dp. The experimental values of h(Dk, Dk′) displayed591

in figure 10 are represented as a function of the corresponding Dp in figure 12(a). They592

fall on a single curve, represented by the thick solid line, which corresponds to the593

averaged bubble pair collision frequency along lines of constant Dp in figure 11(c). This594

curve clearly indicates the existence of the two different collision regimes commented595

above, properly distinguished now as a function of Dp. Initially, in the first regime596

(solid symbols), h(Dp) increases with Dp until it reaches a maximum value beyond597

which it begins to decrease with Dp (hollow symbols). In this figure, as in figure 10,598

the cases indicated by arrows correspond to the time series of experimental images599

shown in figure 13. Equivalent results are found for different values of DV 90, as shown600

in figure 12(a) (different lines) for the instants of the coalescence cascade presented in601

figure 11(a–d). This result corroborates that Dp properly captures the dependence of602

the collision frequency on the bubble sizes. The values of the reduced diameter at which603

the maximum of h(Dp) occurs, i.e. the change from the first to the second collision604
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regime, denoted as D̃p, are displayed in figure 12(b) for the different experimental cases605

tested. For the smallest value of the injected volume fraction, α0 = 2.4 %, the entire606

coalescence cascade took place in the first regime, without transitioning to the second607

one, and no data is represented in this case. It can be observed that D̃p increases608

with the concentration of bubbles and with DV 90, following a power law given by609

D̃p/w ∝ (αDV 90/w)
1/2

as it will be commented later on in §4.610

In order to better illustrate the main characteristics of the two regimes mentioned611

above, different coalescence events are shown in the time series of snapshots displayed in612

figure 13. The time intervals between images are the same for the four series. The black613

dots inside the bubbles denote the instantaneous position of their centroids, while the614

coloured ones indicate their previous positions, describing the bubbles trajectories. The615

cases shown are representative of the collisions taking place during the evolution of the616

swarm. The first three series (figures 13a,b,c) have been selected for the same injection617

condition and stage of the swarm (α0 = 4.9 % and DV 90/D0 = 4.74), and correspond618

to the points indicated with arrows in figures 10 and 12. The processes involve pairs of619

bubbles where the diameter of one of them is Dk = 13.90 mm (H), whose trajectory620

is represented with red dots in figure 13. The other bubbles that form the pairs have621

different diameters Dk′ , as indicated in figure 10, and their trajectories are represented622

by blue dots in the corresponding panels of figure 13. On the other hand, figure 13(d)623

represents a coalescence event in a swarm also at DV 90/D0 ≈ 4.74, where the pair of624

bubbles are similar to those in figure 13(c), but at a higher void fraction, α0 = 6.7 %. As625

specifically indicated in the figure, coalescence events belonging to both regimes have been626

represented. The processes shown in figure 13(a,b) represent typical collisions taking place627

in the first regime. It can be seen that in both cases the coalescence happens as soon as the628

two bubbles collide, around t = −20 ms in both series. In these cases, the bubbles do not629

significantly change their shape when they interact and rapidly contact at a point before630

coalescing. It could be said that they meet and kiss each other. This type of coalescence631

was reported for unconfined configurations by Howarth (1964) and later on modelled as632

the ratio between the interfacial energy and the energy of collision (Sovova 1981; Tsouris633

& Tavlarides 1994). However, the collision shown in figure 13(c) is markedly different634

and belongs to the second regime. In this case, when the bubbles get close enough (after635

t = −100 ms) they deform and flatten, with the upper bubble surrounding the lower636

one. They move together for a while before being able to open a hole in the liquid film637

that separates them, and coalesce. During this period, the lower bubble, Dk (red dots),638

decelerates before contacting the upper one, Dk′ (blue dots), using its kinetic energy639

to deform the interface (Chesters 1991; Kamp et al. 2001) and to increase the pressure640

in the liquid film that forms between the two bubbles (Duineveld 1998). Thus, unlike in641

figures 13(a) and (b), the bubbles meet and dance for a while before kissing in figure 13(c).642

The dancing time increases with the size of the bubbles since large bubbles are able to643

deform more easily, what makes h(Dk, Dk′) decrease in the second regime. It is worth644

noting that in the earlier stages of the cascade process, i.e. for low values of DV 90, the645

swarm is formed by relatively small bubbles which collide exclusively in the first regime.646

The time the bubbles take to deform and adapt their shapes before coalescing not only647

depends on their sizes but also on the liquid velocity fluctuations, induced by the motion648

of the bubbles in the swarm. Larger velocity fluctuations favour the destabilization of the649

liquid film separating the contacting bubbles and thus, their coalescence. To illustrate this650

effect, figure 13(d) shows a pair of bubbles similar to those in figure 13(c) in a bubble651

swarm also characterized by DV 90 ≈ 18.25 mm (DV 90/D0 ≈ 4.74), but with higher652

concentration of bubbles, α0 = 6.7 %. In this case, although the interacting bubbles are653
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Figure 13. Images showing the time evolution of representative cases of the collision process at a
stage of the evolution of the swarm where DV 90 = 18.25 mm (DV 90/D0 = 4.74) for α0 = 4.9 %.
They correspond to the cases denoted by (i), (ii) and (iii) in figures 10 and 12a, with (a)
Dp = 7.86 mm, (b) Dp = 9.64 mm, (c) Dp = 15.55 mm. In (d), the bubbles belong to classes
k = 5 and k′ = 6 (Table 2) with Dp = 15.87 mm and for α0 = 6.7 %. The instantaneous location
of the centroids of the bubbles are indicated with black dots. The position of the centroids
in previous frames describing the trajectories of the bubbles are represented by sequences of
coloured dots (only one out of three instants are plotted for clarity). The time to coalescence in
each snapshot is indicated at the bottom of the figure.
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Figure 14. Effect of bubble deformation in the first collision regime, illustrated by different
characteristic interaction events of a small bubble of size Dk′ with a larger one of size Dk, placed
at the origin of coordinates, for (a) Dp = 8.33 mm, (b) Dp = 9.68 mm, (c) Dp = 11.59 mm and
(d) Dp = 12.11 mm. The bubble swarm corresponds to DV 90 = 23.17 mm (DV 90/D0 = 6.02)
and α0 = 4.9 %. Both coordinates have been normalized by the corresponding bubble injection
diameter D0. The arrows indicate the direction of the relative motion of Dk′ .

similar to those displayed in panel (c), the coalescing time is shorter because the liquid654

fluctuation velocities are larger for α0 = 6.7 % than for α0 = 4.9 %. In fact, it can be655

observed in figure 13 that at t = −160 ms the distance between the centroids of the656

two bubbles is larger in (d) than in (c). Therefore, it can be asserted that the global657

motion of the swarm is driven by buoyancy and, thus, governed mainly by the evolving658

bubble size distribution, characterized by DV 90, and the concentration of bubbles, α0659

(see discussion of figure 6b in §3.1). Furthermore, the bubble collision rate increases with660

the liquid perturbation velocity which increases as the bubbles coalesce and get larger,661

i.e. as DV 90 increases.662

The role played by hydrodynamic interactions on the coalescence process is also663

illustrated in figure 14, now considering different events where the smallest bubble is664

above the largest one. In the figure, typical situations of bubbles interacting in the first665

regime are presented for different values of Dp, in a bubble swarm corresponding to666

α0 = 4.9 % and DV 90 = 23.17 mm (DV 90/D0 = 6.02). The relative location of the667

smallest bubble of the pair, Dk′ , is plotted as it interacts with a larger bubble, Dk. The668

origin of the system of coordinates (xo, zo) corresponds to the centroid of bubble Dk at669

each instant. The temporal evolution of the relative position of the centroid of bubble670

Dk′ , between the represented stages, is indicated by dots. Bubble pairs for increasing671

values of Dp (and of h(Dk, Dk′)) are presented in figures 14(a–c). For a nearly constant672

value of Dk (largest bubble), the size Dk′ (smallest bubble) is progressively increased673

from left to right. In figure 14(a), illustrating the interaction of a small bubble with a674

big one, the small bubble barely deforms, and is ejected away from the larger one due675

to the overpressure established around its stagnation point. Consequently, this case is676

not considered as a collision in our analysis (see §A.1) and the collision frequency of677

this type of bubbles is low. As Dk′ increases (figure 14b,c), in addition to increasing678

the possible length of interaction with bubble Dk, the capability of Dk′ to be deformed679

also increases, favouring the collision between both bubbles. Besides the hydrodynamic680

mechanisms governing the response of bubble Dk′ to the flow around the top of bubble681

Dk, additional bubble deformation effects have been also observed when the two bubbles682

are sufficiently large (figure 14d). In this kind of collisions, the liquid velocity field brings683

the bubbles sufficiently close so that bubble Dk′ deforms towards the low pressure area684

of the wake of bubble Dk. Indeed, these final instants of the interaction process, based on685

the wake entrainment mechanism, lead to bubble collision when the interacting bubbles686

are large enough to deform (Miyahara et al. 1991). In contrast, smaller bubbles that687
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barely deform and respond faster to the liquid velocity fluctuations can eventually avoid688

the collision (Filella et al. 2020).689

In figures 13(a,b), the discussion was focused primarily on the short time interaction,690

as well as on the wake effects of the bubbles once they were carried out close enough by691

the liquid motion. In contrast, the configurations shown in figures 14(a–d) focus on the692

response of Dk′ to the hydrodynamic effects caused by its interaction with bubble Dk.693

They illustrate the influence of the bubble sizes, and of their capability to be deformed,694

on the increase of h with Dp in the first regime. The cases shown in figures 13 and 14695

are representative of the collision phenomenology observed in the coalescence cascade696

process and contribute equally to the bubble pair collision frequency obtained from the697

experiments.698

4. Formulation of the coalescence model699

To model the rate of change of the population of bubbles due to coalescence, Q̇c, in700

equation (1.2), it is necessary to implement models for the integral kernels involved in701

the coalescence rate in equation (1.5), which consider the interaction between bubbles702

of different sizes, namely Dk and Dk′ , respectively. In this sense, it has to be taken into703

account that bubble coalescence includes a first approaching step, starting at distances704

typically larger than the bubble sizes, driven by the local transport mechanisms. Sub-705

sequently, a second step, characterized by the short-distance bubble-bubble interaction,706

takes place (Marchisio & Fox 2013). The whole process is commonly modelled considering707

both stages separately, the first accounting for the bubble collision frequency h(Dk, Dk′)708

and the second for the coalescence efficiency term λ(Dk, Dk′). The efficiency is usually709

expressed comparing the time required to drain and disrupt the liquid film formed710

between the two bubbles when they collide, td, with the time the bubbles remain in711

contact under the influence of the external flow, i.e. the residence time t̄c.712

As mentioned above, in the two-dimensional confined configuration of interest here,713

the coalescence efficiency λ, has been defined as the fraction of pairs of colliding bubbles714

which end up coalescing. In this case, once the bubbles collide, they cannot move away715

in the direction perpendicular to the walls and, in most of the cases, eventually coalesce.716

Thus, the coalescence efficiency is high and nearly constant, being thus independent of717

the size of the colliding bubbles and of the external flow conditions, such as DV 90 or α0718

(figure 4). Consequently, the bubble collision frequency h(Dk, Dk′) will be considered as719

the bubble coalescence frequency since both functions behave in the same way and, in the720

following, we will focus on developing a model for h(Dk, Dk′), which jointly accounts for721

the local transport phenomena and for the effects derived from the bubbles deformations722

and their hydrodynamics interaction when they approach.723

In general, h(Dk, Dk′) has been modelled as a characteristic relative velocity between724

the two colliding bubbles, ūr(Dk, Dk′), multiplied by a characteristic cross-sectional725

collision area Sc(Dk, Dk′), which usually depends on the size of the colliding bubbles,726

h(Dk, Dk′) ∼ Sc ūr. (4.1)

In particular, Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) proposed an expression for h(Dk, Dk′)727

based on the collision of molecules in kinetic theory of gases, given by728

h(Dk, Dk′) ∼
π

4
(Dk +Dk′)

2 [
u2(Dk) + u2(Dk′)

]1/2
, (4.2)

where u(Dk) and u(Dk′) are the root-mean-square of the velocity fluctuations of bubbles729

of sizes Dk and Dk′ , respectively. The relative velocity between the two bubbles can be730
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ℓ
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Dk′

Figure 15. Sketch illustrating a typical collision event between two bubbles of sizes Dk and
Dk′ , corresponding to a reduced diameter falling within the first regime. The initial positions
of both bubbles of the pair are represented with dashed lines and labeled with number 1. The
actual positions of the swarm is depicted with solid lines bubbles, being the colliding bubbles
labeled with number 2. The white flow structures represent the swarm-induced agitation in the
liquid. The dashed circle indicates the effective interaction length between the two bubbles,
`c ∼ DV 90/α.

established by different mechanisms, depending on the liquid field where the bubbles are731

immersed, i.e. turbulent fluctuations of the carrier fluid, size-dependent differences in732

the bubble rising velocities, wake entrainment or shear-layer induced velocity differences,733

among others. However, in the present flow where the liquid velocity is not externally734

imposed, the mean motion of the swarm and its agitation are driven by gravity effect735

and, thus, the mechanisms controlling the relative approaching velocity must be related736

to the distribution of sizes in the population of bubbles. Under the present conditions,737

the liquid fluctuating velocities are generated by the interaction of all the bubbles, whose738

sizes range from D0 to the largest ones, represented by the characteristic diameter DV 90.739

Experimental observations suggest that the swarm-induced agitation (represented by the740

white eddies in the sketch shown in figure 15) is the mechanism that controls the approach741

of a pair of bubbles. This mechanism is dominant compared to any other mechanism,742

such as wake entrainment or buoyancy-induced velocity difference between bubbles of743

different sizes. The relative bubble approaching velocity, ūr, will be thus assumed to be744

the standard deviation of the bubbles velocities, which in the present case is proportional745

to the liquid velocity fluctuations induced by the largest bubbles in the swarm,746

ūr(Dk, Dk′) ∼ α0.46
√
gDV 90. (4.3)

The effect of the concentration of bubbles, α, has been included in equation (4.3),747

according to Bouche et al. (2012) for a monodispersed confined swarm of bubbles. Such748

relative velocity can be understood as the fluctuating velocity associated with the integral749

scale of the self-induced agitation, as it is produced by the largest and more intense750

bubbles.751

Concerning the cross-sectional collision area, experimental observations of the collision752

phenomena indicate that, for a couple of bubbles to collide, they must be within a certain753

maximum distance. This characteristic length, `c, defines a region of the cell plane where754

the liquid velocity fluctuations generated by the bubble swarm are correlated and are able755

to bring the bubbles together (represented by a dashed circle in the sketch of figure 15).756
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Figure 16. Dimensionless bubble pair coalescence frequency versus Dp/w, according to equation
(4.7). Colored symbols represent the different stages of the coalescence cascade process, i.e.
different values of DV 90/D0. The coalescence events falling within the second regime have been
represented with hollow symbols. The series of points highlighted with dashed lines indicate
stages of the size distribution with similar values of DV 90/D0 but for two different values of α0.
The cases denoted by (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) corresponds to the respective panels (a), (b), (c)
and (d) of figure 13. The solid line indicates a linear fit of the data within the first regime, given
by 0.031Dp/w − 0.109.

Under these considerations, Sc(Dk, Dk′ , `c) can be expressed as757

Sc(Dk, Dk′ , `c) ∼ `c w F̂
(
Dp

w

)
, (4.4)

where w is included for dimensional consistency. Here, F̂ is a dimensionless function that758

depends on the reduced diameter of the pair of bubbles, and accounts for the capability759

of the bubbles to be deformed. In equation (4.4), the characteristic length of influence760

of the external mechanisms transporting the bubbles, `c, is proportional to the integral761

scale of the liquid flow, DV 90. Therefore, this influence length varies as the distribution762

of sizes evolves with the vertical position. The local concentration of bubbles, however,763

is expected to affect this correlation length, for instance by inducing a screening effect764

due to successive passages of bubbles. In fact, Alméras et al. (2018) reported that for765

void fractions α > 5–6 % within monodispersed swarms of bubbles of size d ∼ D0, the766

correlation length for dye transport scaled with the mean distance between two bubbles767

which is given by d/α. It can therefore be presumed that for polydispersed swarms, the768

wide distribution of sizes may, in fact, decrease the values of the gas volume fraction769

from which the correlation length shortening occurs. Therefore, it can be considered that770

a pair of bubbles can be transported close to each other if they are initially separated by771

a distance shorter than772

`c(z) ∼
DV 90(z)

α(z)
, (4.5)

being its variation with the position determined in turn by the changes of the population773

of bubbles. Substituting (4.5) into (4.4), one gets774

Sc(Dk, Dk′) ∼
DV 90

α
w F̂

(
Dp

w

)
. (4.6)
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Figure 17. (a) Experimental values of h(Dk, Dk′) in the second regime for α0 = 3.2 %,
4.9 % and 6.7 % respectively, versus the model given by expression (4.9). Here
h(Dk, Dk′) = 3.41 (α0.46√gDV 90DV 90 wDV 90/Dp − 3.2 × 10−7). (b) Dimensionless
bubble pair coalescence frequency in the second regime versus the Weber number,
We = ρα0.92(gDV 90)Dp/σ.

In order to determine F̂ , the values of h(Dk, Dk′) divided by α−0.54
√
gDV 90DV 90w775

have been represented in figure 16 as a function of the normalized reduced diameter,776

Dp/w. It is shown that, for the collision events falling in the first regime (solid symbols),777

the values of the normalized frequency collapse on a single curve, following a linear778

dependence with Dp/w. Therefore, it can be concluded that F̂ is a linear function of779

Dp/w for the pairs of bubbles colliding in the first regime, leading to the following780

scaling law for the collision frequency781

h ∼ α−0.54
√
gDV 90 DV 90 w

Dp

w
. (4.7)

Only some moderate data scattering can be noticed for the first regime around this linear782

curve (solid line in figure 16), revealing that the main physics controlling the process is783

captured by equation (4.7). In this sense, (4.3) and (4.5) properly scale the magnitude784

of the self-induced liquid velocity fluctuations and the interaction region for a pair of785

bubbles, driving the transport of the bubbles during their approach. In addition, the786

function F̂ ∝ Dp/w includes the bubble size dependence and accounts for the bubbles787

deformation process as they interact (see figures 13 and 14).788

On the other hand, as expected from the experimental results described in §3.2, a789

clear deviation is observed for the collision events taking place in the second regime790

(hollow symbols in figure 16). These events happen for values of Dp/w larger than the791

corresponding D̃p/w, established at each stage of the evolution of the swarm for the792

different α0 (figure 12b) and, thus when both bubbles are relatively large, i.e. close793

to DV 90. In this second regime, most of the coalescence time is spent on the bubbles794

deformation process, being the approaching time of the bubbles a small fraction of the795

total time. We further assume that the bubbles deform and adapt their shapes due to796

the mean local strain (see figure 13c)797

s ∼ ūr
2

(
1

Dk
+

1

Dk′

)
=
α0.46

√
gDV 90

Dp
, (4.8)

acting in a volume enclosing the pair of bubbles Vc ∼ D2
V 90w. Thus, the bubble pair798
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collision frequency can be estimated by h(Dk, Dk′) ∼ s× Vc, providing799

h(Dk, Dk′) ∼ α0.46
√
gDV 90DV 90 w

DV 90

Dp
. (4.9)

Equation (4.9) indicates that, in the second regime, h(Dk, Dk′) decreases as Dp/w800

increases as shown in figure 16. Figure 17(a) shows the experimental values of the bubble801

pair coalescence frequency that fall in the second regime versus the model given by802

equation (4.9), exhibiting an excellent agreement. In fact, matching equations (4.7) and803

(4.9), it can be inferred that804

D̃p

w
∝
(
αDV 90

w

)1/2

, (4.10)

as shown in figure 12(b). Furthermore, since the bubble pair Weber number,805

We = ρū2rDp/σ, has been typically used to describe the drainage and rupture of806

the liquid film in drops/bubbles coalescence models (Chesters & Hofman 1982),807

equation (4.9) can also be expressed in dimensionless form in terms of the Weber808

number as809

ĥ = h(Dk, Dk′)
ρα0.46

√
gDV 90

wσ

D2
p

D2
V 90

∼We, (4.11)

where We = ρα0.92(gDV 90)Dp/σ. The experimental values of ĥ(We) are shown in810

figure 17(b) versus the Weber number for α0 = 3.2 %, 4.9 % and 6.7 %, respectively.811

Again, the agreement between the experimental measurements and the model propose812

by equation (4.11) is excellent, following a linear dependence of ĥ with We. In addition813

to the different mechanisms driving the coalescence of bubbles in both regimes, resulting814

in the models proposed in (4.7) and (4.9), it is worth noting that the contribution of both815

types of collisions to the global evolution of the swarm is also quite different. In fact,816

given that the number of large bubbles in the swarm is considerably low, the contribution817

to bubble coalescence within the second regime is less significant than that in the first one818

(figures 11e–h). However, the coalescence events in the second regime lead the evolution819

of the tails of the distribution of sizes. This type of coalescence generates even larger820

bubbles, which in turn eventually establish the velocity and length scales governing the821

coalescence cascade process.822

Finally, the effect of the bubble pair collision frequency on the evolution of the823

coalescence cascade process can be generally assessed examining the results of the global824

evolution of the swarm displayed in figure 5. Indeed, the mean collision frequency 〈h〉∞825

in the swarm can be obtained considering the mean coalescence frequency 〈gc〉∞ and the826

total number of bubbles in the population N∞, which assuming a constant efficiency λ∞,827

reduces to 〈h〉∞ = 〈gc〉∞/(N∞λ∞). This mean bubble pair collision frequency represents828

the averaged frequency at which a bubble collides with other bubble of any size, that829

according to the PBE can be determined as830

〈h〉∞ =
1

N2
∞ λ∞

∫ ∞
0

[∫ ∞
0

λ(D,D′)h(D,D′)n(D′)dD′
]
n(D) dD, (4.12)

where D and D′ represent the diameters of bubbles whose corresponding volumes are v831

and v′ respectively. Figure 18 shows that 〈h〉∞ follows a 3/2 power law with DV 90, as832

inferred from equation (4.7), for the collisions of bubbles in the first regime. This result833

suggests that most of the collisions controlling the evolution of the number of bubbles in834

the swarm take place in the first regime, according to the large amount of small bubbles835

in the distribution (figure 9). However, it has been observed that 〈h〉∞ slightly increases836
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Figure 18. Mean collision frequency 〈h〉∞, averaged over all the bubble sizes present in the
swarm at each stage of its evolution, as a function of the corresponding DV 90. The values
of 〈h〉∞ are divided by a constant C∞(α0) where C∞ = 0.163; 0.225; 0.362 and 0.381 for
α0 = 2.4 %; 3.2 %; 4.9 % and 6.7 %, respectively. The thick solid line represents the expression√
gDV 90DV 90 w, showing the slope 3/2 as a function of DV 90, characteristic of the collisions

taking place in the first regime.

with α0, most likely due to a combined, integral effect of the volume fraction of bubbles837

on the bubble size distribution in equation (4.12), n(D), and of the increased relevance of838

the coalescence events occurring in the second regime with α0. Thus, in figure 18, 〈h〉∞839

has been divided by a constant, C∞(α0), that slightly increases with α0.840

5. Conclusion841

The bubble coalescence cascade has been analyzed for a high-Reynolds number con-842

fined swarm. Bubble-induced agitation is the main mechanism driving the process, which843

in turn is highly dependent on the bubble size distribution. In this configuration, a844

significant evolution of the bubble population is observed, with sizes that grow from the845

injected bubble size up to 10 times larger, even for the moderate gas volume fractions846

tested (up to 6.7 %).847

A detailed characterization of the coalescence process has been performed by direct848

observation of the coalescence events taking place in the swarm. In particular, the bubble849

pair collision frequency and the coalescence efficiency have been measured. Due to the850

confinement, the coalescence efficiency is considerably high and nearly constant in the851

present configuration. Thus, the bubble pair coalescence frequency is proportional to the852

collision frequency and we can talk indistinctly of any of them. This result motivated853

us to focus our attention on the collision frequency in order to elucidate the underlying854

physics of coalescence as a global process. Such process includes a first agitation-driven855

approach of a pair of bubbles and a subsequent drainage and rupture of the liquid film856

separating the two bubbles before they coalesce.857

Comparing the downstream evolution of initially monodispersed bubble populations,858

obtained for various injected gas volume fractions, it has been shown that the dis-859

tributions of sizes evolve following a similar cascade of coalesce events which can be860

characterized, independently of the concentration of bubbles, by DV 90 representing a861
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typical size of the largest bubbles in the distribution. However, the rate of change of the862

size distribution depends on the bubble concentration.863

We provide experimental evidence that three parameters control the bubble pair864

collision/coalescence frequency, h(Dk, Dk′). These are the bubble pair reduced diameter,865

Dp, which accounts for the bubble-pair deformation, the diameter DV 90 and the local866

gas volume fraction α, both characterizing the population of bubbles and the resulting867

agitation. The interplay of these parameters is however complex and two different regimes868

of coalescence have been identified. For low values of Dp, the bubbles are first transported869

close to each other by the agitation induced in the swarm and as soon as they get close,870

they collide and eventually coalesce. In this first regime, h(Dk, Dk′) increases linearly871

with Dp. In contrast, for larger values of Dp, pairs of relatively large bubbles interact in872

a regime mainly controlled by the bubble deformation dynamics. In this case, once the873

bubbles are close, they elongate and deform adapting their shape as they move together874

before being able to break the liquid film that separates them, and coalesce. In this875

second regime, h(Dk, Dk′) decreases with Dp. The characteristic velocity governing the876

coalescence process is considered to be associated with the integral scale of the liquid877

motion induced by the largest bubbles in the swarm. This velocity has been estimated as878

α0.46
√
gDV 90, which includes the effect of the local concentration of bubbles according to879

Bouche et al. (2012). We conjectured that the coalescence interaction surface is associated880

with a correlation length of the swarm-induced agitation defined by the successive pas-881

sages of bubbles across otherwise correlated motions as `c ∼ DV 90/α. Thus, the bubble882

pair collision frequency in the first regime scales as h(Dk, Dk′) ∼ α−0.54
√
gDV 90DV 90Dp883

for Dp/w > 3.52 ≈ D0/w. However, in the second regime, observed for bubble pairs of884

reduced diameter greater than D̃p provided in relation (4.10), most of the coalescence885

time is dedicated to deform the bubbles and adapt their surface to each other due to886

the strain induced by the liquid field, given by α0.46
√
gDV 90/Dp. Consequently, in the887

second regime, h(Dk, Dk′) ∼ α0.46
√
gDV 90D

2
V 90w/Dp, characterized by the product of888

the strain rate and the characteristic interaction volume, Vc ∼ D2
V 90w. The dependence889

of the collision frequency in both regimes on the diameter of the largest bubbles, DV 90,890

and on the gas volume fraction, α, strongly supports the idea that the overall excitation891

of collisions is a consequence of swarm-induced agitation and not of the relative terminal892

velocities of the bubbles. The velocity fluctuations of the liquid agitate the bubbles, and893

depending on their respective sizes, and consequently on Dp, they collide in one or the894

other regime.895

Our results indicate that DV 90 is essential to understand the bubble cascade process896

in the present study. In fact, it characterizes the evolution of the population of sizes, but897

it also mainly drives the self-induced agitation in the swarm that controls the evolution898

of the bubble population. Regardless, as these confined flows are characterized by lightly899

interacting wakes of bubbles, it would be interesting to explore if DV 90 also plays such900

a relevant role in a swarm of bubbles free to move in an unconfined volume of liquid901

when the Reynolds number of their relative motion is moderate. In that sense, it is902

expected that the behaviour of confined swarms differ from that of unconfined ones, not903

only because of the reduced mobility of the bubbles one around the other in a pair,904

but also because their hydrodynamics are quite different. However, considering that the905

characteristic fluctuating velocity is that induced by the largest bubbles in the swarm, as906

proposed in expression (4.3), we believe that the proposed models may remain partially907

valid for 3D inertial swarms of bubbles. Also the role played by Dp will be relevant908

in 3D flows, although the dependency may be different due to the additional degree of909

freedom of the bubble motion. In this regard, the cross-sectional collision area given in910
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(4.6) or the enclosing volume defined for the collisions in the second regime, included911

in (4.9), should be redefined in the three-dimensional configuration. Nonetheless, the912

two-dimensional configuration analyzed here has very promising applications, such those913

concerning light-activated reactions or cultivation of micro-algae, among others. In a914

future work, we plan to investigate the agitation in the swarm, which plays a crucial915

role in the coalescence cascade. We also plan to apply the models developed here to916

describe the evolution of the bubble size distribution in confined swarms with different917

distributions of sizes at the injection point.918
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Appendix A930

A.1. Image processing methods for bubble detection and classification931

Since, even the smallest bubbles in the swarm are already larger than the thickness932

of the cell, the surface of each bubble is mainly perpendicular to the direction of the933

light, showing up in the images as a region of connected pixels with a gray level similar934

to that of the liquid background, enclosed by a thin dark stripe representing the air-935

water interface not aligned with the cell plane (figure 19a). The thickness of the dark936

line that delimits the perimeter of the bubble is almost constant, regardless of its size,937

because the curvature of the bubble in a plane perpendicular to the field of view is938

constant. (Bongiovanni et al. 2000). Detailed images of isolated bubbles within the same939

experimental facility and for the same range of sizes reached in this work can be found in940

Roig et al. (2012). Using this property, each image is analyzed making use of a specifically941

developed image processing algorithm, followed by a bubble detection and classification942

method. The processing algorithm involves a first pre-processing step, followed by a943

second one where the image is binarized. Once the bubbles present in each image are944

detected, their centroid positions as well as their projected areas are measured. Figure 19945

shows an example of the processing steps in one of the measuring windows.946

The first step of the process implies the improvement of the contrast of the original947

grayscale image (figure 19a). It involves the subtraction of a background reference image948

without bubbles and the normalization of the image brightness by correcting each value of949

the pixel intensity matrix. More detailed information regarding the brightness correction950

method can be found in Fu & Liu (2016). This brightness normalization reduces the951

uncertainties due to the variation of the illumination conditions and facilitates the next952

binarization step. Figure 19(b) shows an inversion of the resulting corrected image, where953
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 19. Example of the image analysis algorithm showing the two-step binarization
process. (a) Original grayscale image. (b) Inversion of the pre-processed image showing the
brightness normalization and the improved gray-level gradient between the bubbles edges and
the background. (c) Binarized image where the bubbles have been classified as single bubbles
(filled objects) or as in-collision bubbles (hollow objects). A typical bubble collision is pointed
by an arrow and a recently coalesced bubble is highlighted by the box with dashed frame.

any physical noise (e.g. glass wall scratches and background noise) has been removed954

while the gray-level gradient between the bubbles edges and the background has been955

enhanced. Afterwards, the well-known Otsu’s method (Otsu 1979) is used in the second956

step as an automatic, robust, global binarization-threshold selection technique.957

After binarization, single bubbles can be detected as blobs of connected low-level pixels958

enclosed by unique edges of high-level pixels which are totally surrounded by background.959

Bubbles involved in a collision share the same edge of connected high-level pixels, however960

there exists an independent blob of low-level pixels for each bubble. Unlike in other works961

which deal with bubble collisions or formation of clusters through a separation distance962

criteria (see Figueroa-Espinoza & Zenit 2005; Figueroa-Espinoza et al. 2018, for example),963

the contact of at least one edge pixel of each bubble is required in the present work to964

define a collision. This definition is crucial, since it determines the measurement of the965

collision rate and the efficiency of coalescence. Figure 19(c) shows detected single bubbles966

as filled objects and colliding bubbles as hollow ones. This procedure to detect the bubble967

collisions allows us to clearly distinguish between two independent bubbles involved in a968

collision (see the example highlighted by an arrow in figure 19) and the newborn ones,969

just formed due to the coalescence of two colliding bubbles (boxed by dashed lines in970

figure 19).971

Once the bubbles have been detected and classified as single or in-collision bubbles,972

their instantaneous characteristics are determined. The bubble position is obtained as973

the centroid position of the in-side blob of low-level pixels. The projected area is defined974

as the area occupied by the pixels belonging to the in-side blob plus those belonging to975

the edge. A difficulty arises obtaining the area of the bubbles involved in collisions, since976

the pixels composing the edge of the agglomerate are shared among the colliding bubbles.977

To deal with this issue, the total area of the agglomerate edge is distributed among the978

bubbles according to the ratio between the number of pixels enclosing the inner perimeter979

of each bubble and those composing the outer perimeter of the agglomerate. Since the980
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

10 mm

−10 ms −76 ms −48 ms −20 ms

−8 ms −4 ms 0 ms 16 ms

Figure 20. Characteristic sequence of the BTA performance showing the tracking process,
superimposed on a region of the original grayscale images at different instants. The trajectories
of the properly tracked bubbles are represented by a sequence of dots corresponding to the
bubble centroid locations in the previous frames. (a-d) Examples of the correlation method
applied to two different bubbles (red and blue, respectively), showing the positions of their
centroids in the previous frame, j − 1, (circle) lying inside the corresponding bounding-box in
frame j (dashed box). The black arrow in (b) indicates a new bubble entering the field of view.
(e-f ) Typical collision detected and tracked in two consecutive frames. The bounding-box of
the bubble agglomerate is shown with a dashed dark green rectangle in each frame and the
bubbles involved are marked with colored stars. (f-g) Sequence of the end of a collision event
due to bubble coalescence. The parent bubbles (colored stars) give rise to a new bubble (green
diamond). (h) The coalesced bubble is hereafter tracked as a single bubble (green circle).

edge width remains constant independently of the size of the colliding bubbles, this simple981

procedure allows us to avoid any further computation devoted to the separation of the982

bubbles, as occurs in more complicated 3D bubbly flows (see e.g. Rueda Villegas et al.983

2019).984

A.2. Bubble Tracking and coalescence/breakage detection Algorithm (BTA)985

The time evolution of each bubble in the swarm was obtained using a bubble tracking986

algorithm specifically designed and developed for this work, which includes a coales-987

cence/breakage detection algorithm, hereafter called BTA. It consists of the detection of988

the bubbles in a frame, j, followed by the search and identification of the same bubbles989

in the previous one, j − 1. For new bubbles, born in frame j either due to coalescence or990

breakup, family trees are established between the daughter (in frame j) and the parents991

(in frame j − 1).992

More precisely, the algorithm involves a first step where an image (frame j) is processed993

using the digital analysis described in §A.1. As a result, the bubbles in the frame are994

detected, obtaining the positions of their centroids as well as their projected areas.995
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Afterwards, each bubble is classified as single or in-collision bubble. In addition to996

the bubbles, the detected collisions, defined as agglomerates of two or more bubbles in997

direct contact (see §A.1), are treated as independent entities and thus their characteristic998

parameters are also calculated, including the total number of bubbles in collision. In order999

to facilitate the search of corresponding objects in two consecutive frames, a bounding-1000

box containing the target object is defined for each bubble or agglomerate of bubbles1001

(colliding bubbles). Figure 20 shows the BTA performance superimposed on the original1002

grayscale image at various instants, being the reference time, t = 0, the frame where a1003

coalescence event takes place (figure 20g). The trajectories of the bubbles are represented1004

as a sequence of dots, which correspond to the locations of their centroids in the previous1005

frames. The solid circles on each bubble denote the position of the centroid in the previous1006

frame, j− 1. The above mentioned bounding-boxes are plotted in figures 20(a-d) for two1007

different bubbles in red and blue respectively, while those corresponding to a collision1008

event are shown in figures 20(e, f) in green. Notice that the bounding-box enclosing the1009

collision becomes that of the newborn coalesced bubble in figure 20(g) since the collision1010

event ends up with the coalescence of the two bubbles, as described in detail below.1011

Once the bubbles in the images (frame j) have been detected, the key point of the1012

tracking algorithm is to search for the corresponding ones in frame j − 1. In that sense,1013

every single and in-collision bubble must be related, at least, to one object in the previous1014

frame. Moreover, every detected collision must be related to a previous collision or, at1015

least, to two previous bubbles. The procedure works sequentially identifying objects,1016

taking into account the continuity of the bubbles trajectories and the conservation of1017

volume (projected areas) of the objects. Initially, only single bubbles in both frames are1018

considered. Therefore, a single bubble in frame j is related to the single one in frame1019

j − 1 whose centroid falls inside the bounding-box of the bubble in frame j. Given the1020

experimental acquisition rate, this bounding-box criteria is highly effective, even for the1021

smallest bubbles that are accelerated when they are trapped in the wake of larger ones1022

(figure 20c, d). However, when bubbles of very different sizes get closer (without being in1023

contact), more than a centroid detected in frame j − 1 can be inside the bounding-box1024

of the larger bubble in frame j. To avoid possible errors, an additional criterion based1025

on the conservation of volume is imposed (Rodŕıguez-Rodŕıguez et al. 2003). Therefore,1026

the volume of the corresponding bubbles in both frames must be equal. Bubbles located1027

near the bottom edge of the field of view in frame j, which cannot be associated with1028

any object in frame j − 1 (see e.g. the bubble highlighted by an arrow in figure 20b),1029

are directly classified as new bubbles just entering the analysis region. Any other single1030

bubble that cannot be related to a previous one is taken out for further analysis. The1031

single bubbles properly tracked are stored in the data base and removed from both frames1032

to facilitate the analysis of the colliding ones.1033

The following step is devoted to the analysis of the agglomerates, which define collision1034

events, detected in frame j. When several bubbles collide, the process can end with the1035

bubbles coalescing or bouncing off each other. Thus, every collision detected in frame1036

j, considered as an unique object, is analyzed searching for the corresponding collision1037

object in frame j−1, applying the algorithm described above to track individual bubbles.1038

In addition to the volume of the agglomerate, the number of bubbles involved in the1039

collision must also be conserved in both frames. If the corresponding collision is found in1040

the previous frame, the bubbles that form the agglomerate (bubbles marked with colored1041

stars in figure 20e, f) are identified as well using the criteria used for single bubbles. On1042

the other hand, if no corresponding collision is found in frame j − 1, it is assumed that1043

the collision detected in frame j is a new one occurring because several bubbles (usually1044

two) have been brought together (figure 20e). In that case, the bubbles involved in the1045
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collision are analyzed searching for the corresponding previous single bubbles leading to1046

the collision. Once they have been processed, the agglomerates, as well as all the involved1047

bubbles, are stored and no further action is performed with them in the current frame.1048

At this point, the remaining bubbles in frame j are those emerging either from the1049

breakup of a mother bubble in frame j − 1 or from the death of a previous agglomerate.1050

The latter gives rise to two different situations: (i) death by coalescence of the bubbles1051

which form the agglomerate, creating a new larger bubble, or (ii) death by the separation1052

of the involved bubbles, leading to different single bubbles in frame j. These two1053

possibilities represent the basis of the collision efficiency concept. In (i) the collision1054

results efficient, giving rise to a coalescence event. On the other hand, (ii) indicates1055

an inefficient collision, where the involved bubbles continue living without changes1056

in the population. To determine this efficiency, it has to be pointed out that both1057

situations respectively arise from a collision detected in frame j − 1 which does not1058

have a corresponding agglomerate in frame j. Therefore, a forward analysis, from frame1059

j−1 to frame j, is applied to the remaining agglomerates in frame j−1. In this case, the1060

correlation method used to track a single bubble is applied here for each bubble involved1061

in the collision detected in frame j − 1, searching for the corresponding bubble in frame1062

j. Only the remaining bubbles in frame j whose centroid falls inside the bounding-box1063

of the analyzed agglomerate in frame j−1, are considered. If the death of the collision is1064

due to separation, any bubble forming the agglomerate in frame j−1 will be related to a1065

corresponding single bubble in frame j, satisfying both the bubble bounding-box as well1066

as the bubble volume conservation criteria. However, if the collision event ends up in a1067

coalescence, the bubble emerging from the coalescence is determined as the single bubble1068

in frame j whose centroid falls inside the bounding-box of the analyzed agglomerate in1069

frame j − 1, being its projected area equal to the sum of those of the parent bubbles.1070

A typical coalescence event is shown in figure 20(f, g). The parent bubbles involved in1071

the collision can be seen in frame j − 1 (figure 20f), being their centroids indicated by1072

colored stars, while the newborn bubble is shown in frame j (figure 20g), with its centroid1073

marked with a green diamond. From this point, the new bubble generated by coalescence1074

is tracked as a single bubble (figure 20h).1075

Finally, the daughter bubbles remaining in frame j, which are generated due to the1076

breakup of a mother bubble in frame j − 1, are identified through a backward-forward1077

implementation of the correlation method, following the ideas proposed by Rodŕıguez-1078

Rodŕıguez et al. (2003). For a potential daughter bubble in frame j, the corresponding1079

mother bubble is searched in frame j − 1 as the larger bubble whose bounding-box1080

includes the centroid of the analyzed daughter one. Then, the second daughter bubble1081

is additionally searched in frame j as that whose centroid falls inside the bounding-box1082

of the mother one and whose volume corresponds to the volume of the mother minus1083

that of the sibling one. Therefore, both daughter bubbles in frame j are identified as1084

new single bubbles appearing due to breakup, while the corresponding mother bubble in1085

frame j − 1 is defined as death due to breakup.1086
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